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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

CONTACT: Denise D’Entremont, CEO at (617) 330-7353 or dad@indexmngr.com 

 
 

RhumbLine Advisers Hires Georgette Baxter as Director of  

Business Development and Client Service 

 
BOSTON, May 18, 2022 - RhumbLine Advisers has hired Georgette Baxter as Director of Business 

Development and Client Service.  In this role, she is responsible for promoting RhumbLine’s products 

and services and deepening its relationships with clients and consultants.   

 

Ms. Baxter has more than 18 years of industry experience in client service, business development and 

consultant relations across equity, fixed income, and private real estate asset classes.  Prior to joining 

RhumbLine, Georgette spent six years at ASB Real Estate Investments in the Client Services and 

Marketing group.  While at ASB, she actively promoted an equitable and impactful work 

environment as a lead member of the firm’s DEI, mentorship, and volunteer committees.  Before that, 

she worked in various business development and client service roles at BNY Mellon. 

 

She will report to Denise D’Entremont, CEO of RhumbLine Advisers.   

 

D’Entremont stated “I am thrilled that Georgette decided to join our firm.  Her extensive experience 

coupled with her excellent client relationship building skills are a perfect match for our firm.  She 

truly understands the importance of working with Plan Sponsors and Consultants to tailor cost-

effective solutions but most critical, the importance of being responsive and knowing that our clients 

are our priority.” 

 

 “I am excited to continue to grow this organization into the vision of being the only firm that Plan 

Sponsors think of when it comes to passive management.  The thoughtful approach behind the 

management of index funds and RhumbLine’s exceptional approach to service is something that 

resonates with my own beliefs.  In addition, joining a firm that has always valued diversity and 

practiced inclusion since its inception in 1990 was very important to me.  I look forward to supporting 

our current initiatives and collaborating with my colleagues to further enhance opportunities.” Ms. 

Baxter stated. 

 

Ms. Baxter started at RhumbLine in mid-April. 
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About RhumbLine Advisers: 

 

RhumbLine Advisers is a women and minority owned, Boston-based institutional investment firm 

specializing in the development, management, and customization of index-based products.  Founded 

in 1990, the firm currently manages more than $90 billion (as of 3/31/2022) across multiple asset 

classes and products. 
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